
Inside the $40+ billion/year Home Energy Improvement Market 

HVAC 
$18 B 

Windows 
& Doors 
$9 B 

Home 
Performance & 

Solar 
 $2.9 B 

Roofs 
$12.5 B 

Reactive 
Replacement 

Proactive 
Performance 
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Renewable Funding’s target market spans a broad spectrum from equipment replacement to combined 
proactive home performance with solar projects 



Cisco’s iPhone Bill 
$119/ month 
$1,428/ year 

$28,560/ 20 years 

Cisco’s Utility Bill 
$129/ month 
$1,548/ year 

$30,960/ 20 years 
 
 

Barrier: Upfront Cost  



This Problem Has Been Solved Many Times Before 
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PACE = Property Assessed Clean Energy 
 
How PACE Works 
 
 

Property owner 
repays bond 

through property 
tax bill  

(up to 20 years) 

Proceeds from 
Revenue bond or 
other financing 

provided to 
property owner 

to pay for energy     
project 

Property owners 
voluntarily sign-up 
for financing and  

install energy 
projects 

City or county 
creates type of  
land-secured 

financing district 
or similar legal 

mechanism 
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Berkeley Mayor Tom Bates and Jeanne Pimentel.  



” 
“ 

” 

We are going to make it a 
lot easier to borrow money. 

We are doing this by 
encouraging communities 
to give you the option to 

pay the expense of 
retrofitting your home by 
paying it back on your 

property taxes. 

Vice President Biden 
October 2009 
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The Hammer Falls… 

!  July 2010: FHFA guidance letter 
–  PACE creates “safety and soundness concerns.” 

Authorize punishment of PACE properties and 
communities: 

–  PACE violates mortgage contract and can be 
considered an act of default. 

–  Require larger down payments for all new 
mortgages issued in communities that offer PACE 
financing.   

–  Require mortgage holder consent prior to 
homeowners receiving PACE financing.  

–  Tighten underwriting requirements to make it 
harder for buyers to qualify for new mortgages in 
entire communities that offer PACE financing. 
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Pivot, Adapt, Survive and Fight 
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Commercial PACE 
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California Launches PACE Mortgage Reserve Program 



Everything Will Change: The Disrupted and Distributed Future 

“In the 100+ year history of the electric utility industry, there has never before been a truly cost-
competitive substitute available for grid power. We believe that solar + storage could reconfigure 
the organization and regulation of the electric power business over the coming decade. 
(Barclays Credit Research, May 20, 2014) 

“Renewable energy is a technology. In the technology sector, costs always go down. Fossil 
fuels are extracted. In extractive industries, costs (almost) always go up. Renewable and fossil 
fuel cost per unit of energy are now roughly comparable in many places... but heading in 
opposite directions. The fight between the two is going to get more and more one-sided each 
year as the divergent cost characteristics of these two sectors compound….  In short, it is later 
than you might think.” (Bernstein Research, Nov. 18, 2014) 

 

 



Thank You 
 

cisco@renewfund.com 
@ciscodv 
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